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Single most important thing to remember
Master keys are kept external to the database
They are your responsibility to backup

Failure to backup your master keys could result in loss of access to your data. There is
no backdoor access maintained by IBM. There is no equivalent of “I forgot my
password”.
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Data Encryption Requirements
• Meet compliance requirements
• Industry standards: PCI DSS
• Regulations: HIPPA
• Corporate standards

• Protect against threats to offline data
• Users accessing database data outside the scope of the DBMS
• Theft or loss of physical media
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IBM Db2 Encryption Offering
• Introduced in Db2 10.5
Fixpack 5
• Centralized key manager
support added in V11

• Simple to deploy
• Transparent to applications
• No application or schema
changes required

• All flavors of Db2 supported

• Compliant:
• NIST SP 800-131A compliant
cryptographic algorithms
• FIPS 140-2 certified encryption

• Hardware acceleration
• Automatically exploits HW
acceleration if available
• Intel AES-NI
• Power 8 and Power 9 in-core crypto
• z – CPACF
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Db2 Native Encryption Overview
• Encryption of data at rest
• Encryption of
•
•
•
•

Tablespace data
Transaction logs
Backup images
LOAD copy data and staging files

Db2 native encryption is a feature for encryption of data at rest. It does not cover
encryption of data in motion, for that look to TLS (not covered in this talk).
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2-tier keys
Master Key
decrypts
DEK

Db2 database

DEK
decrypts
database
files
Centralized Key Manager
Note: 3DES DEKs have been deprecated

The two-tier approach provides a physical separation of where the keys are stored.
The encrypted DEK is stored on the database manager system, where as the Master
Key is stored in an external key manager. The use of enterprise level key managers as
discussed in this presentation further increase this separation as compared to the
local keystore file. Compromise of data requires both access to the data, as well as
access to the master key.
Data at rest is encrypted with a Data Encryption Key (DEK)
AES 128/192/256 or 3DES 168 – specified during create database
Stored encrypted with the data
DEK is encrypted with a Master Key
AES 128/192/256
Stored external to the database
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When are keys created?
• DEK is generated by Db2 when
• Database is created
• Restore into new database
• Backup is created

NIST SP800-90A
compliant random
number generator

• Master Key is created

• Manually within the key manager
or
• Automatically by Db2
• Database is created
• Restore into new database
• Key Rotation

The DEK is always generated by Db2.
The master key may be generated by Db2 or within the keystore.
Commands such as CREATE DATABASE, RESTORE DATABASE,
SYSPROC.ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY() take the option of a master key label. If
not specified, it indicates that Db2 is to create the master key and label. If a label is
provided as input, it is the label for an existing key which Db2 is to use.
For Hardware Security Modules accessed via PKCS #11, Db2 requests the HSM to
create the key with the label generated by Db2. The key itself is generated inside the
HSM and never leaves.
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Should you allow Db2 to create master keys
NO
•
•
•
•
•

Yes

• Easy, built in support
Proliferation of keys
Name collision across databases
No control of key backup before use
Encrypted backups for non-encrypted database
HADR key synchronization

Think about a good naming convention so you know where your keys are being used.

Master keys can proliferate if left to Db2 to automatically create, as it is very easy to
do. Before you know it, you have hundreds of keys in your keystores. This may be
from creation of test databases, or excessive use of ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY.
Master keys should be carefully tracked and only created based an explicit decision to
do so. Manually creating keys within your keystore and telling Db2 to use them is one
strategy to prevent proliferation of keys.
There are two scenarios in which Db2 requires that you must supply an existing
master key as it will not be generated by Db2.
The first is taking an encrypted backup of a non-encrypted database. The default is
for Db2 to use the same master key as the encrypted database, but in this case that
does not exist. So you will need to supply one on the backup command. The second
scenario is when using HADR. In order to help ensure you have made the master key
available on primary and standbys, Db2 will force you to provide the label for an
existing mater key on the call to ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY().
If you have multiple instances using unique local keystore files, it is possible to have
the same master key label with a different master key value in the keystore files. This
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will lead to errors if these systems are migrated to a centralized keystore as there will
be a name collision. Choosing an appropriate name for your master keys can help
eliminate this problem. A recognizable name can also help track where your keys are
being used.
Naming convention for Db2 generated keys is
Db2_SYSGEN_<instance>_<dbname>_<timestamp>_<random#>
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When does Db2 request master keys
The master key is accessed whenever a DEK requires decryption
• Obvious
• db2start open keystore
• Create encrypted database
• Database start
• first connect
• activate database

• Not so obvious
•
•
•
•

Transaction log open
Rollforward
LOAD
diagnostic tools

• Backup/restore
• Key rotation

Db2 will make a call to the keystore to use the master key whenever a DEK requires
decryption or encryption. While there are numerous places where the database DEK
is cached in an obfuscated form in memory, the master key itself is not cached.
Currently Db2 is not designed to make a single call to the keystore to use the master
key. It’s not possible to activate a database and then shutdown the keystore, as there
are several occasions during normal operation that Db2 will access the keystore.
Prior to v11.1.3.3, Db2 would access the keystore every time a log file was opened.
Note this is not on every write, the file is kept open until it is full. This meant regular
and consistent access to the keystore as Db2 filled up log files. This has been
enhanced in mod 3 to make use of the DEK caching, and keystore access is very
limited. There will still be numerous access when a master key rotation happens until
all log files are rotated.
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Encrypting Db2 databases
• Once the keystore has been created and registered, and (optional)
a MK created, you can encrypt a database
• Example
• CREATE DATABASE mydb ENCRYPT
• RESTORE DATABASE mydb from /home/db2inst1/db2 ENCRYPT

• The default encryption algorithm is AES 256, but users can select
other algorithms and key lengths if they so desire
• Example
•
•

CREATE DATABASE mydb ENCRYPT CIPHER AES KEY LENGTH 128
CREATE DATABASE mydb ENCRYPT CIPHER AES KEY LENGTH 256 MASTER KEY LABEL mylabel
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Encrypting Db2 databases
• The ENCRYPT keyword options on CREATE/RESTORE
• --+------------------------------------------------------------------+
'-ENCRYPT-+------------------------+----+------------------------+-’
'-| Encryption Options |-’
'-| Master Key Options |-’
Encryption Options

.-MODE--CBC-.
|--CIPHER--+-AES--+--+-----------+--KEY LENGTH--key-length------|
'-3DES-'
Master Key Options
|--MASTER KEY LABEL--label-name---------------------------------|

• KEY LENGTH
• AES: 128, 192, or 256(default) bits
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Is my database encrypted ?
• To determine if a database is encrypted we can check the
“Encrypted database” database configuration parameter
• Example
• db2 get db cfg | grep -i encrypted
Encrypted database = YES
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Current database encryption settings
• SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYSPROC.ADMIN_GET_ENCRYPTION_INFO())
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Master Key Rotation
• The process of changing encryption keys for compliance purposes
• It requires decrypting any DEK encrypted with the old MK and then reencrypting it with the new MK
• The data does not get re-encrypted

• The key rotation frequency depends on the compliance driver
• This generally ranges from once every 3 months to once per year

• The key rotation requirement can be thought of as analogous to
the requirement to change passwords every 90 days
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Master Key Rotation
• The SYSPROC.ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY procedure can be
used to change the database key to comply with key rotation
requirement
• You must be connected to the database to run this command
•

CALL SYSPROC.ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY('newMasterKeyLabel')

• Db2 will automatically generate the new MK and label unless you
provide a MK label for an existing MK
• Key rotation is logged in the db2diag.log file:
• grep –A 3 "Key Rotation" ~/sqllib/db2dump/db2diag.log
Key Rotation successful using label:
DATA #2 : String, 46 bytes
DB2_SYSGEN_db2inst1_SECRET_2015-02-09-05.03.12
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Data Encryption Key Rotation
• There is no interface to access the DEK and it is never exposed
outside of the encrypted database, transaction log, or backup
• This alleviates the need for it to be rotated.
• However, if there is a need to rotate the DEK, such as a key
compromise:
• Take an offline backup
• Drop the database
• Restore to a new encrypted database (this will generate a new DEK).
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Backup Encryption
• BACKUP DATABASE mydb TO /HOME/DB2INST1/Db2
ENCRYPT ENCRLIB 'libdb2encr.so'
ENCROPTS 'Cipher=AES:Key Length=256‘

• ENCRLIB options

• ENCROPTS options: same as for CREATE/RESTORE to new
database command
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Enforce Automatic Backup Encryption
• ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS database configuration parameters
• Set automatically for encrypted databases
• db2 get db cfg | grep -i encryption
Encryption Library for Backup (ENCRLIB) = libdb2encr.so
Encryption Options for Backup(ENCROPTS) =
CIPHER=AES:MODE=CBC:KEY LENGTH=256

• Only SECADM can change/turn off the ENCRLIB, ENCROPTS db cfg
parameters
• Only when ENCRLIB=NULL, ENCROPTS=NULL and no ENCRLIB and
ENCROPTS specified on the BACKUP DATABASE command a DBA
can take a cleartext (not encrypted) backup.
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Backup Encryption Summary
• The following chart summarizes the combination of settings of
ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS that result in encrypted backups
• If ENCRLIB is set, backups will always be encrypted
• DBAs can only override the level of backup encryption if ENCROPTS is set
to NULL
• A backup will be not be encrypted when ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS are
NULL
Default for
encrypted
databases

Default for
standard
databases
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Restore Encrypted Backup to Existing
Database
• Restoring a backup by replacing an existing database requires no
special parameters
• Keystore must contain the MK that was used to encrypt this backup image
• Cleartext databases with an encrypted backup restore to cleartext databases
• RESTORE DATABASE mydb FROM /home/db2inst1/db2

• RESTORE will use the existing database encryption settings to encrypt
the data being restored
• The encryption settings can not be changed when restoring into an
existing database
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Restore Encrypted Backup to a New
Encrypted Database
• Restoring a backup to a new encrypted database requires that the
ENCRYPT parameter be added to the command
• Db2 needs to create the database before restoring the encrypted copy,
and without the ENCRYPT keyword, the database would not be secure
• Parameters for the ENCRYPT keyword are identical to creating an
encrypted database
• RESTORE DATABASE mydb FROM /home/db2inst1/db2
ENCRLIB ‘libdb2encr.so’ ENCROPTS ‘Master Key
Label=secret1.key’
ENCRYPT
CIPHER AES
KEY LENGTH 128
MASTER KEY LABEL secret2.key
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Encrypted Backup Settings
• The RESTORE command can extract the backup encryption settings

• The RESTORE command with the show master key details option will prompt the
user if they want to overwrite an existing copy of the database
• Accepting the overwrite will NOT overwrite the database
• RESTORE DATABASE mydb FROM /home/db2inst1/db2
ENCROPTS 'show master key details'

• Encryption settings from the backup will be placed into the db2dump
directory
• File with the following name will be generated

<DATABASE>.#.<instance>.<partition>.<timestamp>.masterkeydetails

• The encryption setting parameters are the same as for the database encryption
• Algorithm / Key length / etc
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Encrypted Backups and Data Deduplication
• Encryption by definition removes patterns in the data
• Two encrypted backups of the same data will look very different
• Data compression solutions working outside Db2 do not have
access to the keystore and will not be able to compress the two
encrypted backups
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Performance overhead
• Db2 internal benchmarks show that the encryption overhead is
typically in the single digits for data warehouse workloads on
systems with exploitable hardware acceleration for cryptographic
operations. Db2 Native Encryption automatically detects and
exploits a number of hardware acceleration for cryptographic
operations built into modern CPUs such as Intel AES-NI on current
Intel chips
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Performance continued
• Hardware acceleration makes a big difference
• You may need to retune your system, encryption is analogous to
using slower disks
• Utilities and backup/restore often suffer the most, as they are
very IO bound already
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Key Managers supported by Db2
• Local keystore file
• Original support for native encryption in Db2 10.5 FP5

• Centralized key managers
• Enterprise ready network based keystores in 2 flavors
• KMIP Servers
• Support added in Db2 v11.1.0.0

• PKCS #11 access to Hardware Security Modules
• Support added in Db2 v11.1.1.1
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Local Keystore File
• A local file that stores master keys, password protected
• Based on PKCS #12 standard
• Same file type is used for SSL certificates
• Managed with GSKit command line tool – gsk8capicmd_64
• Simple and free direct cost
• Indirect costs may add up, as you are fully responsible for such things as
• Backup and archival of keys
• High availability
• Key access across multiple systems
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Centralized Key Managers via KMIP
• Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) – OASIS standard
• Network protocol for accessing keys and encryption
• A single server (or cluster for HA) can manage all the keys for an enterprise

• Db2 will support ANY server that supports KMIP 1.1 or higher
• IBM has tested with
•
•
•
•

IBM Guardium Secure Key Lifecycle Manager (SKLM)
Gemalto KeySecure
KeyNexus
Micro Focus Enterprise Secure Key Manager (formerly of HPE)

• Field has indicated successful test with Vormetric DSM
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Hardware Security Modules
• Secure tamper proof key management and encryption hardware
• Accessed via PKCS #11 API - OASIS standard
• Master Keys never leave the HSM
• DEK is sent to HSM to be encrypted/decrypted

• Due to differences in vendor implementation, only specific HSMs
and versions are supported:
• Luna HSM version 6.1 (firmware version 6.23.0) and above
• nCipher nShield HSM, security world software version 11.50 and above

• Support added in Db2 v11.1.1.1

Public Key Cryptography Standards #11 was originally developed by RSA and recently
adopted as an OASIS standard. It is designed for accessing crypto hardware. It is not
a network protocol like KMIP. This means client-server communication is part of the
vendor software. In the case of PCI or USB based HSMs, no network access is
involved.
Recently, Thales has purchased Gemalto. To satisfy regulators, the HSM business
called nCipher, which was purchased by Entrust. In this presentation, ”Thales” is
referring to the nShield product line, now run by nCipher.
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Industry Consolidation
• Thales acquired both Gemalto and Vormetric
• Antitrust regulations required them to sell their nShield HSM
business
• nCipher business sold to Entrust Datacard
• Rebranded as Entrust nShield HSMs

• Previously Gemalto had acquired Safenet

• Thales continues to promote the Luna brand of HSMs

• What used to be a Thales HSM is now an nCipher/Entrust HSM
and a Safenet HSM is a Thales HSM
• Best to use product brands when possible (nShield and Luna)
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Even we don't do great in this respect, as you will see in our configuration.
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Blurring of boundaries
Some
expose
KMIP servers can have their master
keysHSMs
storedcan
in an
HSMa KMIP
interface in addition to PKCS #11

KMIP

PKCS #11

KMIP

PKCS #11

While Vormetric DSM can support both PKCS #11 interface and KMIP, it can only be
access by Db2 via KMIP at this time.
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IBM Global Security Kit
• Db2 Native Encryption uses the IBM Global Security Kit(GSKit) for
key management and encryption
• Installed with Db2 in the sqllib/gskit directory
• GSKit libraries are used to encrypt/decrypt data, create store and manage
MKs
• FIPS 140-2 certified
• gsk8capicmd_64 is the command line tool used to manage the keystore
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Keystore creation
• The first step to implementing Db2 Native Encryption is to create
a keystore
• gsk8capicmd_64 -keydb –create -db ~/db2/db2keys.p12
-type pkcs12
-pw "Str0ngPassw0rd"
-strong -stash
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Stash File Considerations
• When the -stash option is specified during the create action, an obfuscated
version of the keystore password is stashed in a file:
• <key database name>.sth

• A stash file is used as an automatic way of providing a password

• If a keystore password was not provided during db2start, the password will be
retrieved from the stash file

• The stash file can only be read by the instance owner

• Not stashing the password enhances security if the instance owner account becomes
compromised
• This additional security must be weighed against any requirements that the Db2
instance can start without human intervention
• If the password is not stashed, you cannot access an encrypted database until you
provide the keystore password.
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Starting Db2 without a Stash File

• Db2 will start normally (no error condition returned) if a stash file is not present in the system
• Database activation, or applications connecting to encrypted databases will encounter an error
condition:
SQL1728N The command or operation failed because the
keystore could not be accessed. Reason code "3".
• The db2start command must be re-executed with the open keystore option to enable access to
encrypted databases
db2start open keystore USING KeySt0rePassw0rd
• To avoid placing the password on the command line:
db2start open keystore ← will prompt for password
• For scripts of other executables, supply the password through either a temporary file or open file
descriptor
db2start open keystore PASSARG [FILENAME:<value> |
FD:<value>]
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Creating Master Keys
• A secret key needs to be generated by the user before adding a master
key to the keystore
• The secret key is used to encrypt the DEK
• The strength of the secret key has no relationship to the actual encryption that
takes place within the database
• Recommendation is to use the highest level of AES encryption (256) for the MK

• Generating a random key
• A key needs to be 16, 24, or 32 bytes wide
• Corresponds to 128, 192, or 256-bit AES keys

•

gsk8capicmd_64 –secretkey –create -db ~/db2/db2keys.p12
-label secret.key –size 16 -stashed
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Creating Master Keys
• A Master Key Label is used to refer to a Master Key
• gsk8capicmd_64 –secretkey –add -db ~/db2/db2keys.p12
-label secret.key
-stashed
-file ~/db2/mysecretkey
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Listing Master Keys
• You can query the contents of the keystore
• gsk8capicmd_64 –cert –list -db ~/db2/db2keys.p12
–stashed
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Exporting Master Keys
• A secure method of transporting a key to another system to be
imported into a keystore
• gsk8capicmd_64 –cert –export -db ~/db2/db2keys.p12 -stashed
-label secret.key
–target ~/db2/exportedkey.p12
–target_type pkcs12
-target_pw Str0ngPassw0rd
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Importing Master Keys
• A secure method of transporting a key to another system to be
imported into a keystore (target is the destination keystore)
• gsk8capicmd_64 –cert –import -db ~/db2/exportedkey.p12
-pw Str0ngPassw0rd
-label secret.key
–target ~/db2/db2keys.p12 –target_type pkcs12
-stashed
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Registering the Keystore with Db2
• update dbm cfg using KEYSTORE_TYPE PKCS12
KEYSTORE_LOCATION <fully qualified keystorefile.p12>
• Parameters are dynamic, update both in the same statement if they are
both changing
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Key Rotation
• Rotate the database master key online using the procedure
• SYSPROC.ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY( <label> )
• null – have Db2 create the master key
• <label> - label of an existing master key

• Only the master key is rotated, a quick re-encryption of the DEK
• There is no interface to access the DEK and it is never exposed outside of
the encrypted database, transaction log, or backup . This alleviates the
need for it to be rotated.
• Changing the DEK would require a complete backup, drop and restore
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HADR
• Two aspects to think about:
• Key manager access from your HADR primary and standby databases
• High availability of your key managers

• The same master key is used on both primary and standby
• Db2 HADR enforces the use of existing master keys during rotation
• Intent is to ensure availability of keys on both primary and standby databases
• If standby does not have access to master key, lots of logging, and shutdown of
HADR after a grace period
• Key rotation is not logged, and not instantaneous on standby
• Detected via updated transaction header – requires a transaction
50
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HADR
• Two aspects to think about:
• Key manager access from your HADR primary and standby databases
• High availability of your key managers

• The same master key is used on both primary and standby
• Db2 HADR enforces the use of existing master keys during rotation
• Intent is to ensure availability of keys on both primary and standby databases
• If standby does not have access to master key, lots of logging, and shutdown of
HADR after a grace period
• Key rotation is not logged, and not instantaneous on standby
• Detected via updated transaction header – requires a transaction

Enable Db2 native encryption in an HADR environment white paper:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/81c130c7-4408-4e01adf5658ae0ef5f0c/entry/Enable_Db2_native_encryption_in_an_HADR_environment?lang
=en
This whitepaper is focused on local keystore files, but it’s even easier with centralized
key managers or HSMs, as there is no need to copy master keys between systems.
RFE to have tighter synchronization of key rotation between primary and standby:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rfe/execute?use_case=viewRfe&CR_ID=1149
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DPF and pureScale
• The same DEK and master key is used on all members in a DPF or
pureScale deployment
• Each member requires access to the keystore to access master
keys
• Implications for vendor licensing

• Ensure all members are authorized to access master keys
• For KMIP, use the same client certificate on each member
• Local keystore can be a shared file or a copy
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